Science Graduate Fellowships Programs for 2009-2010

National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship -- open to US citizens, nationals, and permanent residents in the first or second year of graduate study. Deadlines are from November 2nd to November 12th depending on field of study. Program homepage: http://nsfgrfp.org/

Department of Defense, National Defense Science and Engineering Graduate Fellowship -- open to US citizens or nationals, at or near the beginning of their graduate studies in science or engineering, including those beginning the 2nd year. Deadline is 1/4/2010. http://www.asee.org/ndseg/preface.cfm

Department of Energy, Computational Science Graduate Fellowship -- open to US citizens or permanent residents in the 1st or 2nd year of doctoral studies in the physical, engineering, computer, mathematical, or life sciences. Deadline is not yet announced, but continue to check for updates at the following site: http://www.krellinst.org/csgf/index.shtml

Hertz Foundation Graduate Fellowship Awards -- open to US citizens and permanent residents pursuing a PhD in the applied physical, biological, and engineering sciences. Deadline is 10/30/2009. http://www.hertzfoundation.org/

US Dept of Homeland Security Graduate Fellowships -- open to US citizens only who are 1st year graduate students. Deadline for Fall 2010 awards is not yet announced, but continue to check for updates at the following site: http://www.orau.gov/dhsed/

AT&T Labs Fellowship Program -- open to under-represented minority and women students who are US citizens or Permanent Residents pursuing PhD studies in computer and communications-related fields. Deadline is 1/31/10. http://www.research.att.com/index.cfm?portal=20

Symantec Research Labs Graduate Fellowships -- open to PhD students in a program focused on technology research. Deadline is in December 2009. http://www.symantec.com/about/careers/college/fellowship.jsp

Compiled for Harvard students by SEAS
National Physical Sciences Consortium Graduate Fellowships -- open to US citizens only, in the 1st year of graduate studies or near the beginning of your dissertation research in the physical sciences or related engineering fields. Deadline is 11/5/2009. [http://www.npsc.org/students/info.html](http://www.npsc.org/students/info.html)

NASA Fellowships -- check the web site for information.
[http://fellowships.hq.nasa.gov/gsrp/](http://fellowships.hq.nasa.gov/gsrp/)
[http://science.hq.nasa.gov/education/](http://science.hq.nasa.gov/education/)

EPA STAR Fellowship -- open to US citizens and permanent resident with research in an environmentally related field. Deadline is 10/22/2009.

Department of Energy, Admiral Hyman Rickover Graduate Fellowship Program in Nuclear Engineering -- open to US citizens currently enrolled in a graduate program applicable to the science and engineering programs for the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program, who have not yet selected a thesis topic. Deadline is 12/31/2009.
[http://www.musc.edu/RFP/](http://www.musc.edu/RFP/)

Ford Foundation Predoctoral Fellowships for Minorities -- open to US citizens and nationals currently enrolled in a PhD program who are members of a group underrepresented in the American professoriate studying in a program in selected areas including engineering, mathematics, physics, computer science, earth sciences, etc. Open to individuals who have completed some graduate study and those already enrolled in a PhD program who can show that they can fully utilize a 3 year award. Deadline is 11/2/2009.
[http://www7.nationalacademies.org/fordfellowships/fordpredoc.html](http://www7.nationalacademies.org/fordfellowships/fordpredoc.html)

American Association of University Women -- Dissertation Fellowship, available to women who will complete dissertation writing between July 1, 2010 and June 30, 2011, open to women in all fields of study who are US citizens or permanent residents. Deadline is 11/15/2009.
American Association of University Women -- International Fellowship, open to women who are not US citizens or permanent residents. Deadline is 12/1/2009 http://www.aauw.org/fga/fellowships_grants/international.cfm

Link Foundation Fellowship -- open to PhD candidates ready to start doctoral research in ocean engineering and instrumentation. Deadline for proposal is 1/15/10. http://www.fit.edu/acadres/dmes/link/

US Dept of Energy graduate fellowship, Graduate Research Environmental Fellowship. To be eligible you must be a US citizen and have completed one year in graduate school. Its goal is "to support graduate students in the Office of Biological and Environmental Research-funded collaborative global change research at universities and national laboratories." The deadline is December 31, 2009. For more information, please go to the following web site. http://www.orau.gov/gcep/Graduate/GREFInstruct.htm

NASA Scholarship/Fellowship Programs -- various deadlines and restrictions; please see their web site for details: http://education.nasa.gov/divisions/higher/programs/high_ed_student.html

******************************************************************************
Please also remember to use the on-line GSAS Guide to Grants, which is a searchable data base. http://www.gsas.harvard.edu/current_students/the_graduate_guide_to_grants.php

<http://www.gsas.harvard.edu/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=341&Itemid=428>This web site includes links to other online fellowship databases.

In addition, the GSAS Fellowships Office offers assistance in identifying fellowship opportunities and offers feedback on fellowship proposals. For more information about their services, please check their web site. http://www.gsas.harvard.edu/current_students/fellowships_office.php